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Rheology of “Wet” Polymer Brushes via Brownian Dynamics Simulation:
Steady vs Oscillatory Shear
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Department of Chemical Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-5025

(Received 14 August 1996)

The rheology of solvent-filled polymer brushes under steady and oscillatory shear is studi
Brownian dynamics simulation. The flow field is solved self-consistently with the polymer dynam
We find that under steady flow the brushes are shear thinning in both normal forces and shear vi
During oscillatory flow, extreme shear thickening occurs when the ratio of the Weissenberg num
the dimensonless flow frequency Wiyv ø 3. Shear-induced diffusionis shown to create this thickening
These findings serve to explain the recent measurements made by Kleinet al. [Nature352, 143 (1991);
370, 634 (1994); Discuss Faraday Soc.98, 173 (1994)]. [S0031-9007(97)02368-5]

PACS numbers: 83.10.Nn, 47.15.Gf, 83.20.Jp
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The rheological implications of adsorbed or tether
polymer layers have recently become a subject of wide
terest [1–3]. These layers can form the basis for very
fective lubrication [4], they can stabilize colloids [5], an
recent data suggest that they can also have profound ef
on the rheology of colloidal suspensions [6]. Models f
these brushes under flow are few and they are develope
ther under theassumptionof effective porous medium be
havior [7,8] or under flow conditions near equilibrium [8
It is unclear whether these models adequately accoun
the intermolecular interactions between brush molecule
for brush elasticity under shearing conditions.

Recently the shortcomings of our physical understa
ing of the brush-solvent and brush-wall interactions ha
been brought into focus through the experiments of Kl
et al. [1,2]. These experiments have shown that the n
mal forces exerted during the shear flow of brushes can
drastically altered if the brushes are sheared in an osc
tory as opposed to a steady manner. Kleinet al. [1] have
demonstrated that dramatic normal force increases ca
induced under the application of oscillatory flow. The
are now a host of explanations given in the literatu
for these normal forces and these include hydrodyna
instabilities [9] and shear flow-induced brush thickeni
[10,11]. Recent simulations of brushes [3,12] demo
strate normal forces under steady slow shearing wh
are qualitatively similar to those witnessed by Kleinet al.
[2], however, no substantial velocity dependence of th
normal forces was witnessed nor any brush thicken
There have been no studies which definitely demonst
a mechanism that can explain the shear dependenc
brush shear and normal forces under flow. In this Le
we present self-consistent Brownian dynamics simu
tions, which are capable of accurately simulatingnonequi-
librium brush dynamics. Our findings provide a simp
physical interpretation of the experimental measureme
of Klein et al. [1,2].

Our Brownian dynamics simulation method for sing
chains is described in a previous publication [13].
0031-9007y97y78(6)y1182(4)$10.00
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short, we use rigid link Kramers [14] freely drainin
chains to model the polymers. The beads contain
centers of all forces, both intramolecular and intermole
lar, which are exerted on the chains. These include d
from the mean flow, excluded volume (via truncat
Lennard-Jones potentials on all beads [15]), Brown
forces, and the tensions in the rigid links which ser
to constrain the link length [13]. The magnitude
each Cartesian component of the Brownian force on
bead is selected randomly from the uniform distributi
f2s6kTz ydtd1y2, s6kTz ydtd1y2g, where z is the drag
coefficient,kT is the Boltzmann temperature, anddt is
the time step size. The stochastic Brownian forces mo
collisions of the solvent molecules on the beads and
chosen to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. T
hydrodynamic dragFh on thejth bead is

Fh  z

∑
kusRjdl 2

dRj

dt

∏
, (1)

whereRj is the position of thejth bead (cf. Fig. 1), and
kusRjdl is the ensemble averaged solvent velocity at po
tion Rj . Although no explicit hydrodynamic interaction
between beads are included, the chains interact thro
the mean flow since it is calculated in a self-consiste
manner as described below.

Figure 1 specifies our problem geometry, namely t
bounding parallel plates shearing a single solvent-fil

FIG. 1. Schematic of the problem geometry.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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brush and gap (via motion of the top plate). The bru
is composed of periodically extended rectangular ar
containing 20 chains of 20 beads each. The first b
in each chain is randomly placed on the tethering s
face s y  0d, and the remaining beads perform a se
avoiding random walk. For a given simulation there a
four dimensionless parameters which govern the dyna
ics and flow field: sa2 —the areal fraction of chains
where s is the numberyarea anda is a bead diame-
ter; Wi  Utyb —the Weissenberg number—wheret is
the relaxation time of a single isolated chainin free so-
lution, U is the upper plate velocity, andb is the gap
thickness;l  byR

y
g0 —the dimensionless gap thicknes

whereR
y
g0 is the y component of the radius of gyratio

of the layer; and, for oscillatory flow,v —the frequency
made dimensionless witht. All results presented in this
Letter are for an areal fractionsa2  0.125 (where the
simulation box dimensions in thex and z directions are
12.65a 3 12.65a), and thus well above the overlap are
fraction of sa2  0.025 for this system. Furthermore
we will show below that the brushes at this areal fra
tion are very dense and therefore our assumption
hydrodynamic interactions are screened is a reason
approximation.

In Eq. (1) the averaged solvent velocity was introduc
and needs to be calculated. Under incompressibles, ?

u  0d Stokes’ flow conditions we can write the gener
equation for the averaged solvent velocity in the brush

h,2kul 2 ,kPl 1 kf l sx, t; ud  0 . (2)

In Eq. (2) h is the solvent viscosity,kPl is the averaged
solvent pressure, andkf l is the averaged force density
exerted by the brush on the solvent.The averaged force
densitykf l is equal to2kFhrsxdl wherersxd is the bead
density at positionx. We calculatekf l using Eq. (1) and
the previous relation. Of coursekf l is a functional of the
solvent velocity since the dynamics are governed by
solvent flow. This self-consistent mean-field approach
related Brinkman problems has been shown to be a v
good approximation [16].

Imposing a steady shear flow in the geometry of Fig.
it follows that the averaged solvent velocity reduces to
single scalarx-velocity componentusyd and it is equal
to U at y  b (on the top plate) andus0d  0. The
averaged force densitykf l has two components,k fxl and
k fyl, both of which are only functions ofy. k fyl serves
to alter the solvent pressure andk fx l serves to alter the
convective velocity fieldusyd.

The scheme for our calculations is as follows: A tri
velocity and pressure field (usually the Newtonian field
are chosen and then the Brownian dynamics simulat
is completed for a given parameter set. We calcul
the ensemble-averages ofk fxl andk fy l. Discrete forms
of these functions are then placed in Eqs. (2), a
the velocity fields and pressure fields are calcula
numerically using a finite difference scheme. The n
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velocity field is then employed in the simulations an
the iterative process continues until the flow field and t
force densitykf l are consistent. This procedure usual
converges within four iterations. For all runs the Lennar
Jones length scale and the interbead separation was
equal to a, z  3pha, R

y
g0  11.5a, t  5.7z a2ykT ,

anddt  5 3 1025t.
From these calculations we find that the avera

values of dRjydt in any y plane are very small. It
follows that k fyl is negligible and the solvent pressur
is unaffected by the brush. It also follows that th
x momentum equation forusyd becomes a nonlinear
Brinkman equation [8,17]. The force densityk fxl is now
proportional torsydusyd. Results for the bead densit
profiles, the resulting hydrodynamic thicknessLh, and the
flow profiles are shown in Fig. 2. These density profil
are calculated for a dimensionless gap thicknessl . 1
and for a range of Weissenberg numbers. In summary,
hydrodynamic thickness remains at its equilibrium plate
value until values of Wi in excess of 0.1, after which th
layer thins. The flow makes the brushes more comp
though tails in the density profiles are still evident.

In Fig. 3(a) we present our calculations for the norm
and shear stress on the walls of the gap as a function
the gap widthl for various Weissenberg numbers. A
the gap decreases and we strongly compress the b
the normal forces dramatically increase. Note that
constant Weissenberg number (or alternatively const
shear rate across the gap) the shear forces actually pla
and begin to decrease for smalll. This is also witnessed
in the interpretation of these forces as an effecti
viscosity in Fig. 3(b). For highly compressed brush
the normal forces are larger than the shear forces
two or three orders of magnitude, which is consiste
with the measurements of Kleinet al. [2]. The shear
forces are controlled by the length scale over whi

FIG. 2. Bead number density versus distance from tethe
surface in steady shear flow. The inset graph shows the s
consistent velocity versus distance from tethered surface
the inset table shows the hydrodynamic thicknessLh.
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FIG. 3. (a) Shear stress and normal pressure in unitsskTya3d
and (b) effective viscosity in unitsh versus l for steady
shear flow. The shear stress is shown for Wi 0.057 s±d and
Wi  5.7 shd, and the normal pressure for Wi 0.057 s≤d
and Wi  5.7 sjd. The inset in (a) shows the shear stresssnd
and normal pressuresmd versusl for a constant upper plate
velocity U  0.15. In (b) the effective viscosity is shown fo
Wi  0.057 s≤d and Wi  5.7 sjd.

the velocity drops to zero in the solvent/brush regio
When the gap thickness is larger than the equilibriu
thickness of the brush, the size of this region is control
by the thickness of solvent above the brush. Howev
when the brush is physically compressed by the up
plate, then the shear forces are controlled by the effec
Brinkman pore size in the layer. Simple geometric scal
arguments show that this pore size decreases likel1y2 for
decreasingl. Thus the effective viscosity, at a consta
gap shear rateUyb, increases as one first compress
the brush and drives flow through a small pore regi
rather than through the outer solvent layer. As the g
narrows the effective viscosity (at constant shear ra
begins to decrease again since the velocity of the up
plate (and hence the driving force for flow through th
brush) decreases likel (and thus faster than the por
size shrinks) at constant gap shear rate. It follows t
the effective shear viscosity should decrease likel1y2

for small l. These scalings will fail when compressio
comparable to the scale of the persistence length
induced.

In the recent simulations by Grest [3] and in th
experiments by Kleinet al. [2] the shear rate was no
held constant but rather thevelocityof the upper plate was
kept constant. Thus the shear rate actuallyincreasedwith
decreasing gap. Our inset in Fig. 3(a) shows that un
1184
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these conditions our simulations reproduce theincreasing
shear stress (increasing with decreasing gap likel21y2

from the scaling arguments above) that are witnessed
both these studies.

Although the previous normal and shear force resu
are consistent with the experimental results presented
Klein et al. [2], they do not explain the remarkable fea
tures reported by Kleinet al. [1] during high frequency
oscillation. In the latter experiments, the normal forces
creased dramatically at a critical oscillatory Weissenbe
number. Such increases were not discovered in our ste
simulations, and we turn to the dynamics of oscill
tory flow to describe these experiments. We impo
u  U cossvtd at y  b and follow the same simulation
procedure with averages calculated at every time step.

A summary of our results for the normal forces an
bead density profiles is given in Figs. 4 and 5 f
oscillatory flow. We have shown calculations for a ga
width l  0.436 (i.e., a brush which is compressed b
about 50%), but similar results have been collected fo
range ofl [18]. First, we have found that the dynamic
of the brushes at large frequencies is markedly differe
than for lower frequency dynamics. In the high frequen
regime the beads move with the fluid, and thusk fxl ø 1,
for almost the entire brush thickness. Moreover, beca
the total deformation of the brush in any cycle is sm
compared to its thickness, the brush never “feels”
tether, and the beads move affinely with the fluid. Th
the brush behaves more like a free suspension of sphe

Since the beads are acting as if in free solutio
the collisions of beads with their neighbors drives
normal motion of the brush analogous to “shear-induc
diffusion” in the theory of free suspensions [19]. Th
collision process increases the fluctuating kinetic ene
in the brush and causes the brush to diffuse from regi
of high concentration to low [19]. In Fig. 5 we se
the time-averaged brush density profiles at equilibriu
and under oscillation at Wi 570 at v  189. The
growth in the peak near the upward plate results from
diffusion process driving beads upward, and is located

FIG. 4. Normal pressure versus frequency for oscillato
shear flow atl  0.436.
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FIG. 5. Bead number density versus distance from tethe
surface for oscillatory shear flow atl  0.436. The equilib-
rium brush density differs from Fig. 2 curve (a) because
brush is compressed. The inset shows the bead number de
versusyya for a suspension of free spheres in oscillatory sh
flow at l  0.436.

a similar position as the peak in the density profile for
sheared free suspension of spheres(shown in the inset).

This shear-induced diffusion process and the result
increase in bead concentration near the upper surface
result in greatly increased normal forces. In particul
we see in Fig. 4 that increases of nearly a factor o
in the normal force occur in a fairly narrow frequenc
range at large values of the Weissenberg number. Th
are comparable to the increases witnessed by K
et al. [1]. If we assume a relaxation time for the
brushes in the range of 0.01–0.001 s, then the ra
of Weissenberg number and dimensionless frequency
their experiments is 5–100 and 1.3–31, respectively, t
within the range of our simulated normal force increase

The shear-induced diffusion process as it occurs
these brushes has other important characteristics. F
the frequencies must be such that the deformation of
brush is small compared to its characteristic thickne
Otherwise the brush will be significantly affected by th
tether and no increase in bead density near the upper p
will occur. Also, the frequencies must be large such th
the beads move affinely. Only in this case can the solv
penetrate the brush significantly and induce sufficie
bead collisions throughout the brush—thus driving t
diffusion process. We find that a maximum in the val
of the normal forces occurs at Wiyv ø 3 and Wi ¿ 1.
The ratio Wiyv is independent of the chain relaxatio
time, and this suggests that we are resonating with
collision rate of the beads. In the experiments of Kle
et al. [1] Wiyv is in the range of 3.2–4.0.

Finally, this diffusion process should and does indu
thickening in brushes which are not compressed by the
per wall. Indeed we have seen 1%–5% brush thicken
ed
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in the right parameter regimes but only in the mean thic
ness of the brush—very few collisions occur in the “tail
of the brush and these are not thickened. We would
pect to see increased thickening for longer polymers, si
this would increase the rate of collisions that the chain e
periences during the shearing process. Note that no br
thickening was ever witnessed in steady flow, and th
we find no evidence of the mechanisms given for bru
thickening in the literature [9–11]. This shear-induce
diffusion mechanism acts as an alternative, novel view
the shear-induced brush thickening.
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